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FROM THE
PRESIDENT'S PEN:
BY KELSEY JOHNSON

Five years ago, I had the privilege of presenting at the NDCTE
summer conference during the scheduled Ignite Session. That
summer, I discussed the idea of choosing a One Word theme instead
of writing several new-school-year resolutions. Afterall, the
University of Scranton finds that only 8% of people actually keep
resolutions. Since that bright, beaming ball has dropped in Times
Square a few weeks ago, I am again reminded of the One Word
theme. Rachel Olsen, co-author of My One Word: Change Your Life
with Just One Word, explains, “A word can’t be broken. It serves as a
reminder; a filter. It’s who you want to be instead of what you
regret.”
When we reflect on our past year and our past school semester, we
know we’ve made incredible shifts; we’ve moved huge mountains. I
ask you, in the name of that all-too-inundating idea of self-care, to
take a moment this month to jot down what you want this year or
this semester to be by listing the characteristics you want to exude,
attract, or live in this year or semester. Then, narrow it down to
just.one.word.
I do this every year with my speech team, and the veterans always
get excited during our annual word unveiling. Last year, I sought out
an Etsy shop (support those small businesses!) to create a
personalized bracelet with my chosen word so I had a reminder all
the time. I’m a fan of Gretchen Rubin; she and her sister Elizabeth
Craft, talk about choosing a One Word theme in their podcast,
Happier with Gretchen Rubin (check out this link, and this one).
This year, on behalf of your NDCTE board, we wish you a year of
growth, of connection, of health. We hope you enjoy this quarter’s
NDCTE Connected newsletter.
Onward,
Kelsey Johnson
NDCTE President

BOOK REVIEW
BY LISA GUSEWELLE,
MEMBER AT LARGE

Douglas Fisher and Nancy Frey
are gods in the field. It's hard to
write an educational research
paper without copying one of
these names down, but this is
my first book of theirs that I
have read. It was a lot more fun
than reading a research article
or just a chapter, :')
This book was a good back to
fundamentals of teaching book
for me. I am really happy that I
read this as there are so many
new thoughts being pushed at
teachers that it's nice to go back
to what works? What is
research-proven? I also really
liked that this book is focused
on teaching methods, not "Here
is my unit plan. Feel free to copy
and paste into your own
curriculum," like a Gallagher
book does. Focusing on
methods allows for a teacher to
put in their own personal style
and thoughts using those
methods, and that's what I am
more interested in with this
stage of my career and current
education.
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CONTINUING ED OPPORTUNITY
BY KEVIN MOBERG, COLLEGE REP

Teachers interested in continuing ed. credits for licensure renewal may
want to check out this spring semester course from Dickinson State
University: Reading Adolescent Literature with Future Teachers. The
course is worth two professional development graduate credits. Here is
the course synopsis:
Current teachers and librarians are invited to serve as mentors to
future teachers while discussing works of recent adolescent
literature with them. Participants will select five books to read with
education majors in a university course on middle grade and young
adult literature. Participants will join those students in an online
discussion board to respond to the books and consider issues of
literacy in upper elementary and secondary grades across subject
areas. Participants will help to develop the next generation of
teachers while enjoying new titles of adolescent literature.
All work for this course will occur online, so educators from any location
are invited to participate. The course runs from January 28 to May 6, and
educators can enroll through January 25. Enroll online by visiting DSU’s
West River Teacher Center at www.dickinsonstate.edu/wrtc. For a
course syllabus, including the book choices and the reading/discussion
schedule, please contact DSU faculty member Kevin Moberg at
kevin.moberg@dickinsonstate.edu.

READ
WORKS
.ORG
BY DONNA DAVIDSON,
NORTHWEST DIRECTOR
If you’re anything like me, there
are days in your class when you
just need an article.
Maybe it’s to build background
before reading a novel, or
something quick to practice
summarizing or paraphrasing—
something fast and easy and
right now.
One of my new favorite sources
for something quick is
ReadWorks.org. It’s free, but it
does require signing up (I
haven’t gotten any spam from
them so far).
You can search for topics and
filter by grade level, genre, or
lexile. There are options to
assign readings and/or question
sets online, but they also print
nicely.
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After the wonderful response to our September series on Mindful
Writing, we knew we needed to start planning another one as soon as
possible. We're happy to announce that the new series will take place
this winter—and we're opening up registration to both members and
nonmembers alike!
The future seems brighter, but at the same time, increasingly more is
asked of teachers. We face furloughs, policy changes, and classrooms
that are online one day and in person the next—all the while needing to
grade, prepare lessons, and serve the emotional needs and well-being of
our students. We are at risk for burnout and COVID fatigue. This series
will help teachers refuel and find balance as we take the turn into a new
year.
In each session, participants will be invited to do a guided meditation
and then a restorative activity that combines writing with mindfulness,
including already-perfect meditation, working with preconceptions and
story lines, caricature of our internalized critics, and mantra for selfcompassion. We will revisit and practice a few of the mindfulness
activities from the September series. Some sessions will include guest
speakers and experts on mindfulness with an opportunity for Q&A; guest
speakers will be announced as they are confirmed.
By writing in the moment, we can relax into the present and take care of
ourselves.
Please note: This series is NOT sequential. Feel free to join one, two, or
any number of the sessions—whatever works with your schedule. Each
date will be a unique time to get together and meet you where you are.
Registration is free for members. LINK HERE
Nonmembers are welcome to attend for a fee of $10 per session.
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ALEXANDRIA PEARY serves as New
Hampshire Poet Laureate and is a 2020
recipient of an Academy of American
Poets Laureate Fellowship in support of
her development of mindful writing
workshops for child survivors of her
state’s opioid crisis.
She specializes in mindful writing and
presented a 2019 TEDx talk titled “How
Mindfulness Can Transform the Way You
Write.” She is the author of seven books,
including Prolific Moment: Theory and
Practice of Mindfulness for Writing (2018)
and The Water Draft (2019).
Alex is a professor in the English
department at Salem State University and
serves as the History Editor for the Journal
of Creative Writing Studies. She will deliver
the keynote address on mindful writing
for this year’s conference of the
Secondary School Writing Centers
Association She has served as an NCTE
policy analyst and a guest reviewer for
College Composition and Communication.
Her post “The Ability To Write Is Always
Present” appeared on the Literacy & NCTE
blog.
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SELF-CARE PRACTICE DURING COVID-19
BY NATHAN KURTTI, SOUTHEAST DIRECTOR

During COVID-19, I am sure we as teachers feel like we need to reach as many students as possible and try
to think outside the box in order to help students in need. We are caregivers by nature and give so much
and often times expect nothing in return. However, this can lead to extreme exhaustion and potentially
lead to burnout. With COVID-19 continuing to rage on in the United States and around the world and with
numerous schools around the country still distance learning, teaching in a hybrid model, and moving full
time in some places, it is important to recognize when we are doing as much as we can do under the
circumstances.
With that being said, it is important to take a step back and know that if you are doing 110%, you are doing
TOO MUCH. If someone asks you to take on a role, it is OKAY to say NO. If you have work that needs
grading, IT CAN WAIT. Are numerous stakeholders trying to contact you outside of contract hours? It is
OKAY to SHUT your laptop. Why I am emphasizing so many of these words and statements is because we
never shut off as teachers. That makes us some of the craziest, busiest, and STRESSED professionals
around. Also, let me point out, that I am guilty of every single one of those things I just previously stated,
which means I can improve on them too, and I have been trying to get better this year especially.
I leave work at WORK when I can, but I know when it is time to treat myself to some self-care. I would like
to share some self-care practices that help me unwind and help me disconnect from the mayhem that is
2020-21. Wait, did I just include 2021? Yep. You think we finished with 2020? Nope. It has a sequel, and I
hope it follows the trend of most sequels, and it is not as good. (Let’s hope.)
Let’s get back to self-care. So self-care is important for us. We spend so much time thinking about others,
we forget about ourselves. So, I am here to introduce some practices that should help you relax and
disconnect from the stressors of teaching. These include (and are not limited to):
·
Drink numerous types of herbal tea (Not the caffeine or you won’t shut off!)
·
Partake in night-time skin routines (These are relaxing and really help you look and feel amazing.
Make sure to use non-scented lotions.)
·
Take hot showers or baths
·
Watch your favorite TV shows (whether it is on Disney+, Netflix, Hulu, or any other streaming service
they are releasing now)
·
Listen to your favorite music
·
Write cards to those you love and appreciate
·
Light candles
·
Take short cat naps (These help so much with shutting your brain off for a moment.)
I hope these are a good number. I hope to gather even more as the pandemic rages on. I hope these are of
use to you, and remember, your health matters, and we cannot teach and give kindness if we do not love
ourselves first. You are doing enough, and you matter. Best wishes to a wonderful and hopeful 2021.

